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Lecture  

Characters and Themes 

Characters: 

Bloch 

 Bloch makes a humorous blunder when he fails to realize, because he didn’t catch 

her name, that he was talking to the immensely wealthy Baronne Alphonse de 

Rothschild: 

 Mme de Villeparisis had introduced Bloch to Mme Alphonse de Rothschild, but 

my friend had not caught the name and, thinking he was talking to an old English lady 

who was a trifle mad, had replied only in monosyllables to the garrulous conversation of 

the historic beauty, when Mme de Villeparisis, introducing her to someone else, had 

pronounced, quite distinctly this time: “The Baronne Alphonse de Rothschild.” 

Thereupon so many ideas of millions and of glamour, which it would have been more 

prudent to subdivide and separate, had suddenly and simultaneously coursed through 

Bloch’s arteries that he had had a sort of heart attack and brainstorm combined, and had 

cried aloud in the dear old lady’s presence: “If I’d only known!”—an exclamation the 

silliness of which kept him awake at nights for a whole week. This remark of Bloch’s 

was of no great interest, but I remembered it as a proof that sometimes in this life, under 

the stress of an exceptional emotion, people do say what they think. —The Guermantes 

Way 3: 693 

Marcel 

 Marcel doesn’t understand why Oriane keeps delaying his departure. There is 

another important social rule that he is about to learn: one must never leave before 

royalty. —The Guermantes Way 3: 746 

 

And this humorous bit: 

 The Duke tells him: “I think the Princesse de Parme was very pleased to dine with 

you.” I knew the formula. The Duke had come the whole way across the drawing-room in 
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order to utter it for my benefit with an obliging, earnest air, as though he were handing 

me a diploma or offering me a plateful of biscuits. And I guessed from the pleasure 

which he appeared to be feeling as he spoke, and which brought so gentle an expression 

momentarily into his face, that the duties and concerns which it represented for him were 

of the kind which he would continue to discharge to the very end of his life, like one of 

those honorific and easy posts which one is still allowed to retain even when senile. —

The Guermantes Way 3: 747 

Oriane’s Wit 

 Puns are, of course, by their very nature, difficult to translate. We have seen that 

Scott Moncrieff did an excellent job by changing Tarquin le superbe (the seventh and last 

King of Rome) to Teaser Augustus. Taquiner (no “r” after the “a”) means “to tease”; 

taquin, the noun, means “a teaser,” hence in the original “Taquin le superbe.” The 

following pun was well translated also, but is not quite in the same league as “Teaser 

Augustus.” 

 “That poor General, he’s been defeated again at the elections,” said the Princess, 

to change the subject. 

 “Oh, it’s nothing serious, it’s only the seventh time,” said the Duke, who, having 

been obliged himself to retire from politics, quite enjoyed hearing of other people’s 

failures at the polls. “He has consoled himself by giving his wife another baby.” 

 “What! Is that poor Mme de Monserfeuil pregnant again?” cried the Princess. 

 “Why, of course,” replied the Duchess, “it’s the one ward where the poor General 

has never failed.” —The Guermantes Way 3: 702 

 —Mais parfaitement, répondit la duchesse, c’est le seul arrondissement où le 

pauvre général n’a jamais échoué.» —Le Côté de Guermantes 2: 802 

 As you know, Paris is divided into 20 arrondissements or wards. The verb 

“arrondir” literally means to make round. Hence the pun in French, based on the noun 

“arrondissements” (roundings) taken literally as the general making his wife’s belly 

round. 
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The Princesse de Parme 

 Here is a fine analysis regarding the Princesse de Parme’s mendaciousness (out of 

vanity) regarding her knowledge of a certain painting by Gustave Moreau. Perhaps we 

have all experienced this, pretending to know something that we don’t: 

 The Princesse de Parme, who did not know so much as the painter’s name, 

nodded her head vehemently and smiled ardently, in order to manifest her admiration for 

this picture. But the intensity of her mimicry could not fill the place of that light which is 

absent from our eyes so long as we do not understand what people are talking to us about. 

—The Guermantes Way 3: 713 

 

Themes: 

 On his way to Charlus’s, Marcel reminds us again of the importance of certain 

key moments on his quest: 

 I was a prey to this second sort of exaltation, very different from that which is 

given us by a personal impression, such as I had received in other carriages, once at 

Combray, in Dr Percepied’s gig, from which I had seen the spires of Martinville against 

the setting sun, another day at Balbec, in Mme de Villeparisis’s barouche, when I strove 

to identify the reminiscence that was suggested to me by an avenue of trees. But in this 

third carriage, what I had before my mind’s eye were those conversations that had 

seemed to me so tedious at Mme de Guermantes’s dinner-table. . . .  

—The Guermantes Way 3: 750-51 


